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Abstract—Subject-driven text-to-image generation aims to gen-
erate customized images of the given subject based on the text
descriptions, which has drawn increasing attention recently. Ex-
isting methods mainly resort to finetuning a pretrained generative
model, where the identity-relevant information (e.g., the boy) and
the identity-irrelevant sample-specific information (e.g., the back-
ground or the pose of the boy) are entangled in the latent embed-
ding space. However, the highly entangled latent embedding may
lead to low subject identity fidelity and text prompt fidelity. To
tackle the problems, we propose DisenDreamer, a sample-aware
disentangled tuning framework for subject-driven text-to-image
generation in this paper. Specifically, DisenDreamer finetunes the
pretrained diffusion model in the denoising process. Different
from previous works that utilize an entangled embedding to
denoise, DisenDreamer instead utilizes a common text embedding
to capture the identity-relevant information and a sample-specific
visual embedding to capture the identity-irrelevant information.
To disentangle the two embeddings, we further design the novel
weak common denoising, weak sample-aware denoising, and
the contrastive embedding auxiliary tuning objectives. Extensive
experiments show that our proposed DisenDreamer framework
outperforms baseline models for subject-driven text-to-image
generation. Additionally, by combining the identity-relevant and
the identity-irrelevant embedding, DisenDreamer demonstrates
more generation flexibility and controllability.

Index Terms—diffusion model, subject-driven text-to-image
generation, disentangled finetuning

I. INTRODUCTION

Training on billions of text-image pairs, large-scale text-
to-image models [34], [36], [39] have recently achieved
unprecedented success in generating photo-realistic images
that conform to the given text descriptions. Thanks to their
remarkable generation ability, a more customized generation
topic, subject-driven text-to-image generation, has attracted
increasing attention in the community [8], [12], [21], [24],
[38], [40], [45]. Given a small set of images of a subject, e.g.,
3 to 5 images of your favorite toy, subject-driven text-to-image
generation aims to generate new images of the same subject
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according to the text prompts, e.g., an image of your favorite
toy with green hair on the moon. The challenge of subject-
driven text-to-image generation lies in the requirement that in
addition to aligning well with the text prompts, the generated
images are expected to preserve the subject identity [40] as
well.

Existing subject-driven text-to-image generation meth-
ods [10], [12], [24], [38] mainly rely on finetuning strategy.
These methods finetune the pretrained text-to-image diffusion
models [36], [39] on the small set of images, and map these
images containing the subject to a special text embedding.
Then, the special text can be used together with other text
descriptions to generate new images of the subject. However,
since the text embedding is designed to align with the small set
of images, information regarding the subject will be inevitably
entangled with information irrelevant to the subject identity,
such as the background or the pose of the subject. This
entanglement tends to impair the image generation in two
ways: (i) the identity-irrelevant information hidden in the
entangled embedding may dominate the generation process,
resulting in the generated images being heavily dependent
on the irrelevant information while ignoring the given text
descriptions, e.g., DreamBooth [38] ignores the “in the snow”
text prompts, and overfits to the input image background
as shown in row 2 column 3 of Figure 1; (ii) the identity-
relevant information carried in the entangled embedding can
not be appropriately preserved, resulting in identity change
of the subject in the generated images, e.g., DreamBooth
generates a backpack with a different color from the input
image in row 3 column 3 of Figure 1. Other works [8],
[13], [30], [40], [45] focus on reducing the computational
burden, and investigate the problem of subject-driven text-to-
image generation without finetuning. They rely on additional
datasets that contain many subjects to train additional modules
to customize the new subject. Once the additional modules
are trained, they can be used for subject-driven text-to-image
generation without further finetuning. However, these methods
still suffer from poor generation ability without considering the
disentanglement, e.g., ELITE [45] fails to maintain the subject
identity in row 2 column 1 and ignores the action “running”
from the text prompt in row 1 column 1 of Figure 1.

The main problem of existing methods is that the learned
embedding of the subject is highly entangled with sample-
specific identity-irrelevant information. To tackle the problem,
in this paper, we propose DisenDreamer, a sample-aware
disentangled tuning framework based on pretrained diffusion
models. Specifically, DisenDreamer conducts the disentangled
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“ a S* dog running 
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“ a S* backpack
in the snow ”
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Fig. 1. Comparisons between different existing methods and our proposed DisenDreamer for subject-driven text-to-image generation. “a S∗ dog/backpack”
is a special token that represents the subject identity. The non-finetuning method ELITE and the image editing method InstructPix2Pix struggle to preserve the
subject identity. The existing finetuning method DreamBooth suffers from overfitting on the input image background (row 2 column 3) and subject identity
changes (row 3 column 3). Our proposed DisenDreamer can faithfully preserve the subject identity and conform to the text prompts.

tuning during the diffusion denoising process. As shown in
Figure 2, different from previous works that only rely on an
entangled text embedding as the condition to denoise, Dis-
enDreamer simultaneously utilizes a textual identity-relevant
embedding and a visual identity-irrelevant embedding as the
condition to denoise for each image containing the subject.
The identity-relevant embedding is extracted with a clip text
encoder and the identity-irrelevant embedding is extracted with
a clip visual encoder followed by a sample-aware adapter,
where the adapter is designed to be a function of the input
image, so that it can capture the image-specific information. To
guarantee that the textual embedding and the visual embedding
can respectively capture the identity-relevant and identity-
irrelevant information, we propose three auxiliary disentangled
objectives, i.e., the weak common denoising objective, the
weak sample-aware denoising objective, and the contrastive
embedding objective. To further enhance the tuning efficiency,
parameter-efficient tuning strategies are adopted. The com-
mon identity-relevant branch and the sample-aware identity-
irrelevant branch are both used during finetuning to denoise
each image, but in the inference stage, only the identity-
relevant embedding is utilized for subject-driven text-to-image
generation, so that the generated content will be not influenced
by the image-specific information such as the background.
Additionally, through combining the two disentangled em-
beddings together, we are able to achieve more flexible and
controllable image generation. Extensive experiments show
that DisenDreamer can faithfully capture the identity-relevant
and the identity-irrelevant information, and demonstrates supe-
rior generation ability over state-of-the-art methods in subject-
driven text-to-image generation.

To summarize, our contributions are listed as follows,

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on the
investigation of disentangled finetuning for subject-driven
text-to-image generation.

• We propose DisenDreamer, a sample-aware disentan-
gled tuning framework for subject-driven text-to-image
generation, which is able to learn an identity-relevant
embedding through the clip text encoder and an identity-
irrelevant embedding through the sample-aware clip vi-
sual encoder.

• We propose the weak common denoising, weak sample-
aware denoising and the constrastive embedding, three
auxiliary disentangled objectives to tune the Dis-
enDreamer.

• Extensive experiments show that DisenDreamer has su-
perior generation ability in subject-driven text-to-image
generation over existing baseline models, and brings more
generation flexibility and controllability.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss existing works on Text-to-Image
Generation, Text-Guided Image Editing, Subject-Driven Text-
to-Image Generation and Disetangled Representation Learn-
ing, which are most relevant to our work.

Text-to-Image Generation Training on large-scale
datasets, the text-to-image generation models [6], [11], [22],
[23], [32], [34], [35], [39], [46]–[49], [51], [52] have achieved
great success recently. Among these models, diffusion-based
models like Stable Diffusion [36], DALLE-2 [34], and Ima-
gen [39] have attracted a lot of attention due to their outstand-
ing controllability in generating photo-realistic images accord-
ing to the text descriptions. Despite their superior ability, they
still struggle with the more personalized generation, where we
want to generate images about some specific or user-defined
concepts, whose identities with detailed visual concepts are
hard to be precisely described with text descriptions. This leads
to the emergence of the recently popular topic, subject-driven
text-to-image generation [12], [38].

Text-Guided Image Editing Text-guided image edit-
ing [2], [4], [17], [22], [25], [31] aims to edit an input image
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Fig. 2. DisenDreamer conducts finetuning in the denoising process, where each input image is denoised with the common textual embedding fs shared by
all the images to preserve the subject identity (the backpack), and visual embedding fi to capture the identity-irrelevant information (e.g., the background).
To make the two embeddings disentangled, the weak common denoising objective L2, the weak sample-aware denoising objective L3, and the contrastive
embedding objective L4 are proposed. Fine-tuned parameters include the adapter and the LoRA parameters.

according to the given textual descriptions. SDEdit [31] and
Blended-Diffusion [1] blend the noisy input to the generated
image in the diffusion denoising process. Prompt2Prompt [17]
combines the attention map of the input image and that of
the text prompt to generate the edited image. Imagic [21]
utilizes a 3-step optimization-based strategy to achieve more
detailed visual edits. A more recent SOTA method Instruct-
Pix2Pix [4] utilized GPT-3 [5], Stable Diffusion [36] and
Prompt2Prompt [17] to generate a dataset with (original
image, text prompt, edited image) triplets, and then train a
new diffusion model which can directly conduct text-guided
image editing. Despite their effectiveness, they are generally
not suitable for subject-driven text-to-image generation [8],
which needs to perform more complex transformations to the
images, e.g., rotating the view, changing the pose, etc. Also,
since these methods are not customized for the subject, their
ability to preserve the subject identity is not guaranteed. Some
examples of InstructPix2Pix for subject-driven text-to-image
generation are presented in Figure 1, e.g., the pose of the dog
is not changed to “running” in row 1 column 2, and the subject
identity is changed in row 2 and row 3 of column 2.

Subject-Driven Text-to-Image Generation Given a small
set of images of the subject, subject-driven text-to-image
generation [12], [15], [24], [38] aims to generate new images
according to the text descriptions while keeping the subject
identity unchanged. DreamBooth [38] and TI [12] are two
popular subject-driven text-to-image generation methods based
on finetuning. They will both map the images of the sub-
ject into a special prompt token S∗ during the finetuning
process. The difference between them is that TI finetunes
the prompt embedding and DreamBooth finetunes the U-

Net model. Several concurrent works [8], [40], [45] propose
to conduct subject-driven text-to-image generation without
finetuning, which largely reduces the computational cost. They
generally rely on additional modules trained on additional new
datasets, like the visual encoder in [40], [45] and the experts
in [8] to directly map the image of the new subject to the
textual space. However, all the existing methods learn the
subject embedding in an entangled manner, which will easily
cause the generated image to have a changed subject identity
or to be inconsistent with the text prompt.

Disentangled Representation Learning Disentangled rep-
resentation learning aims to obtain representations capable of
identifying and disentangling the underlying factors hidden in
the observed data [3], [42], which has drawn a lot of attention
in different fields, such as computer vision [9], [14], [29],
recommendation [7], [28], [43], [44] and natural language
processing [16], [20]. Disentangling the input data into dif-
ferent semantic factors can help to improve explainability and
controllability [42], but [26] indicates that without supervsion
and priors, unsupervised disentanglement cannot be achieved.
In this paper, we utilize the priors of the pretrained Stable
Diffusion and the CLIP encoders together with our proposed
objectives to achieve identity-relevant and identity-irrelevant
information disentanglement, which leads to more controllable
subject-driven text-to-image generation.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will introduce the preliminaries about
Stable Diffusion and subject-driven text-to-image generation,
and also some notations we will use in this paper.
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Stable Diffusion Models. The Stable Diffusion model is
a large text-to-image model pretrained on large-scale text-
image pairs {(P, x)}, where P is the text prompt of the image
x. Stable Diffusion contains an autoencoder (E(·), D(·)),
a CLIP [33] text encoder ET (·), and a U-Net [37] based
conditional diffusion model ϵθ(·). Specifically, the encoder
E(·) is used to transform the input image x into the latent space
z = E(x), and the decoder D(·) is used to reconstruct the input
image from the latent z, x ≈ D(z). The diffusion denoising
process of Stable Diffusion is conducted in the latent space.
With a randomly sampled noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I) and the time
step t, we can get a noisy latent code zt = αtz + σtϵ, where
αt and σt are the coefficients that control the noise schedule.
Then the conditional diffusion model ϵθ will be trained with
the following objective for denoising [18], [41]:

min EP,z,ϵ,t[||ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, ET (P ))||22]. (1)

The goal of the conditional model ϵθ(·) in Eq.(1) is to predict
the noise by taking the noisy latent zt, the text conditional
embedding obtained by ET (P ), and the time step t as input.

Finetuning for Subject-Driven Text-to-Image Genera-
tion. Denote the small set of images of the specific subject
s as Cs = {xi}Ki=1, where xi means the ith image and K is
the image number, usually 3 to 5. Previous works [12], [24],
[38] will bind a special text token Ps, e.g., “a S∗ backpack”
in Figure 1, to the subject s, with the following finetuning
objective:

min Ez=E(x),x∼Cs,ϵ,t[||ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, ET (Ps))||22]. (2)

This objective means that when the diffusion model ϵθ(·)
takes the textual embedding ET (Ps) as input, it can always
denoise for the images of the subject s, thus binding Ps to
the subject s. Different methods use the objective in Eq. (2)
to finetune different parameters, e.g., DreamBooth [38] will
finetune the U-Net model ϵθ(·), while TI [12] finetunes the
embedding of Ps in the CLIP text encoder ET (·). DreamBooth
finetunes more parameters than TI and achieves better subject-
driven text-to-image generation ability. However, these meth-
ods bind Ps to several images {xi}, making the textual embed-
ding ET (Ps) inevitably entangled with information irrelevant
to the subject identity, which will impair the generation results.

To tackle the problem, in this paper, we propose Dis-
enDreamer, a sample-aware disentangled tuning framework
for subject-driven text-to-image generation, whose framework
is presented in Figure 2. DisenDreamer utilizes the textual
embedding ET (Ps) and a visual embedding to denoise each
image. Then, with our proposed three disentangled objectives,
the text embedding ET (Ps) can preserve the identity-relevant
information and the visual embedding can capture the identity-
irrelevant information. During generation, by combining Ps

with other text descriptions, DisenDreamer can generate im-
ages that conform to the text while preserving the identity.
DisenDreamer can also generate images that preserve some
characteristics of the input images by combining the textual
identity-relevant embedding and the visual identity-irrelevant
embedding, which provides a more flexible and controllable
generation. Next, we will describe how DisenDreamer obtains
the disentangled embeddings, how DisenDreamer finetunes the

model with the designed disentangled auxiliary objectives, and
then how it conducts subject-driven text-to-image generation
with the finetuned model.

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD: DISENDREAMER

A. DisenDreamer Model Design
DisenDreamer aims to disentangle the identity-relevant and

the identity-irrelevant information in each image. Therefore,
as shown in Figure 2, the common identity-relevant branch
and the sample-aware identity-irrelevant branch are designed.
Then, with the textual identity-relevant embedding, a better
subject-driven text-to-image generation can be conducted.
Next, we describe the two branches in detail.

The Common Identity-relevant Branch. This branch aims
to obtain the identity-relevant embedding of the subject, which
is shared by {xi}. Like previous works [12], [38], we will map
the identity of subject s to a special text token Ps. Then the
identity-relevant embedding fs can be obtained through the
CLIP text encoder with Ps as its input,

fs = ET (Ps). (3)

The Sample-aware Identity-irrelevant Branch. This
branch aims to obtain the identity-irrelevant information of
each image. Specifically, for each image of the subject xi,
we take the power of the pretrained CLIP image encoder
EI to obtain its image-specific visual embedding. However,
since we only need the identity-irrelevant information in this
embedding, we have to filter out the identity information of
the subject. To achieve this, we design a sample-aware adapter
for the visual feature. Specifically, for each image xi, we
extract its pretrained feature f

(p)
i through EI , f (p)

i = EI(xi).
Considering that for two different images xi and xj , their
identity-relevant information in fi and fj may be different
in both dimension and value. Thus, to dynamically filter out
the identity-relevant information of each sample, we design
a mask generator to obtain the sample-aware mask for each
image as follows,

Mi = MLP(f
(p)
i ), (4)

where the mask generator is implemented by an MLP, and Mi

is a vector that has the same dimension with f
(p)
i , whose value

is normalized to (0, 1) with the Sigmoid(·) funtion. Mi is a
sample-aware mask for image xi, which is expected to give
smaller weights to the identity-relevant information and larger
weights to the identity-irrelevant information. Additionally,
since we want to use the identity-irrelevant embedding and the
previous identity-relevant embedding together to denoise each
image, we expect them to lie in the same space. Therefore,
we add an MLP with skip connection to transform the masked
identity-relevant embedding to the same space as fs. Finally,
the identity-irrelevant embedding of each image xi is obtained
as follows,

fi = Mi ∗ f (p)
i +MLP(Mi ∗ f (p)

i ), i = 1, 2, · · · ,K, (5)

where we will first mask the pretrained embedding f
(p)
i

to filter out the identity-relevant information, and then use
the MLP with the skip connection to transform the masked
embedding to the same space with fs.
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B. Tuning with Auxiliary Disentangled Objectives

With the above extracted identity-relevant and identity-
irrelevant embeddings, we can conduct the finetuning with a
similar denoising objective in Eq. (2) on the K images in Cs,

L1 =

K∑
i=1

||ϵi − ϵθ(zi,ti , ti, fi + fs)||22. (6)

As shown in Figure 2, ϵi is the randomly sampled noise
for the ith image, ti is the randomly sampled time step
for the ith image, and zi,ti is the noisy latent of image
xi obtained by zi,ti = αtiE(xi) + σtiϵi as mentioned in
Sec. III. This objective means that we will use the sum
of the identity-relevant embedding and the identity-irrelevant
embedding as the condition to denoise each image. Since each
image has an image-specific identity-irrelevant embedding, fs
does not have to restore the identity-irrelevant information.
Additionally, considering that fs is shared when denoising all
the images, it will tend to capture the common information of
the images, i.e., the subject identity. However, only utilizing
Eq. (6) to denoise may cause several trivial solutions. One is
that the visual embedding fi captures all the information of
image xi, including the identity-relevant information and the
identity-irrelevant information, while the shared embedding fs
becomes a meaningless conditional vector. The other trivial so-
lution will be that fi becomes a meaningless noise vector and
fs captures all the entangled information of the images, which
degenerates to the situation of existing methods [12], [38]. To
avoid these trivial solutions, we introduce the following three
auxiliary disentangled objectives.

Weak Common Denoising Objective. To avoid the first
trivial solution, we proposed the weak common denoising
objective. Since we expect that fs can capture the identity-
relevant information instead of becoming a meaningless vector,
fs should have the ability of denoising the common part of
the images. Therefore, we add the following objective:

L2 = λ2

K∑
i=1

||ϵi − ϵθ(zi,ti , ti, fs)||22. (7)

In this objective, we expect that only with the identity-
preserved embedding, the model can also denoise each image.
Note that we add a hyper-parameter λ2 < 1 for this denoising
objective, because we do not need fs to precisely denoise
each image, or fs will again contain the identity-irrelevant
information. Combining this objective and the objective in
Eq. (6) together, we can regard the process in Eq. (6) as a
precise denoising process, and regard the process in Eq. (7) as
a weak denoising process. The precise denoising process with
fs+fi as the condition should denoise both the subject identity
and some irrelevant information such as the background, while
the weak denoising process with fs as the condition only needs
to denoise the common subject identity of all the images, so
it requires a smaller regularization weight λ2 < 1. We use
λ2 = 0.01 for all our experiments and find it works well.

Weak Sample-aware Denoising Objective. Similarly, to
avoid the second trivial solution where the identity-irrelevant
embedding becomes a meaningless noise vector and the results

degenerate to an entangled fs, we also use each fi to denoise
each image xi as follows,

L3 = λ3

K∑
i=1

||ϵi − ϵθ(zi,ti , ti, fi)||22. (8)

λ3 is also a hyperparameter that is smaller than 1, which
means we only expected fi can denoise the identity-irrelevant
information. In our experiments, λ3 is 0.001.

Contrastive Embedding Objective. Since we expect fs
and fi to capture disentangled information of the image xi,
the embeddings fs and fi should be contrastive and their
similarities are expected to be low. Therefore, we add the
contrastive embedding objective as follows,

L4 = λ4

K∑
i=1

cos(fs, fi). (9)

Minimizing the cosine similarity between fs and fi will make
them less similar to each other, thus easier to capture the dis-
entangled identity-relevant and identity-irrelevant information
of xi. λ4 is a hyper-parameter which is set to 0.001 for all
our experiments. Therefore, the disentangled tuning objective
of DisenDreamer is the sum of the above four parts:

L = L1 + L2 + L3 + L4. (10)

Parameters to Finetune. In previous works, Dream-
Booth [38] finetunes the whole U-Net model and achieves
better subject-driven text-to-image generation performance.
However, DreamBooth requires high computational and mem-
ory cost during finetuning. To reduce the cost while still main-
taining the generation ability, we borrow the idea of LoRA [19]
to conduct parameter-efficient finetuning. Specifically, for each
pretrained weight matrix W0 ∈ Rd×k in the U-Net ϵθ(·),
LoRA inserts a low-rank decomposition to it, W0 ←W0+BA,
where B ∈ Rd×r, A ∈ Rr×k, r ≪ min(d, k). A is initialized
as Gaussian and B is initialized as 0, and during finetuning,
only B and A are learnable, while W0 is fixed. Therefore,
the parameters to finetune are largely reduced from d × k
to (d + k) × r. With the LoRA technique, all the parameters
require finetuning for DisenDreamer containing the parameters
in the previous adapter and the LoRA parameters in the U-Net,
as shown in the yellow block in Figure 2.

Discussions about Disentanglement. With the above model
architecture designs and auxiliary objectives, the identity-
relevant and identity-irrelevant embeddings can contain dif-
ferent aspects of information of each image. However, only
from these regularizations, the identity-relevant embedding
does not necessarily contain the subject identity information.
For example, for an image xi of a backpack in the forest, with
the previous regularizations, one possible solution could be the
identity-relevant embedding fs contains half of the backpack,
while the rest half backpack and the forest is contained in fi.
Thanks to the priors of the pretrained models, when we use
textual prompt “a S∗ backpack” to obtain the identity-relevant
embedding, the pretrained model will naturally generate an
image of backpack. Therefore, with a few steps of finetuning,
with this strong prior and the proposed regularization, the
model parameters will be easily optimized to a point where
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the textual embedding contains the identity-relevant informa-
tion and the visual embedding contains the identity-irrelevant
information. The disentanglement is validated in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.

C. More Flexible and Controllable Generation

After the above finetuning process, DisenDreamer binds the
identity of the subject s to the text prompt Ps, e.g., “a S∗

backpack”. When generating new images of subject s, we can
combine other text descriptions with Ps to obtain the new
text prompt P ′

s, e.g., “a S∗ backpack on the beach”. Then,
the CLIP text encoder will transform it to its text embedding
f ′
s = ET (P

′
s). With f ′

s as the condition, the U-Net model can
denoise a randomly sampled Gaussian noise to an image that
conforms to P ′

s while preserving the identity of s. Moreover,
if we want the generated image to inherit some characteristics
of one of the input images xi, e.g., the pose, we can obtain
its visual identity-irrelevant embedding fi through the image
encoder and the finetuned adapter, and then, use f ′

s + ηfi as
the condition of the U-Net model. Finally, the generated image
will inherit the characteristic of the reference image xi, and η
is a hyper-parameter that can be defined by the user to decide
how many characteristics can be inherited. DisenDreamer not
only enables the user to control the generated image by the
text but also by the preferred reference images in the small
set, which is more flexible and controllable.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report the experimental results of our
proposed DisenDreamer on the public dataset DreamBench
and compare its performance with different baseline methods
both quantitatively and qualitatively.

A. Experimental Settings

Dataset. We adopt the subject-driven text-to-image gen-
eration dataset DreamBench proposed by [38], which are
downloaded from Unsplash1. This dataset contains 30 subjects,
including unique objects like backpacks, stuffed animals, cats,
etc. For each subject, there are 25 text prompts, which con-
tain recontextualization, property modification, accessoriza-
tion, etc. Totally, there are 750 unique prompts, and we
follow [38] to generate 4 images for each prompt, and totally
3,000 images for robust evaluation.

Evaluation Metrics. The subject-driven text-to-image gen-
eration evaluates the generated images in two aspects: (i) The
first aspect is the subject identity fidelity, i.e., whether the
generated image has the same subject as the input images. To
evaluate the model performance in this aspect, we adopt the
DINO score proposed by [38], which is the average pairwise
cosine similarity between the ViT-S/16 DINO embeddings of
the generated images and the input real images. A higher
DINO score means that the generated images have higher
similarity to the input images, but may risk overfitting the
input images. For example, generating the same image as the
input image can achieve a quite high DINO score, but it does

1https://unsplash.com/.

not fit the given text prompt, which is not what we expect in
subject-driven text-to-image generation. (ii) The second aspect
is the text prompt fidelity, i.e., whether the generated images
conform to the text prompts. This aspect can be evaluated
by the average cosine similarity between the text prompt and
image CLIP embeddings. This metric is denoted as CLIP-
T [12], [38].

Baselines. We compare our proposed method with the
following baselines. TI [12] and DreamBooth [38] are fine-
tuning methods for subject-driven text-to-image generation.
InstructPix2Pix [4] is a SOTA pretrained method for text-
guided text-to-image editing. We also include the pretrained
Stable Diffusion (SD) [36] without finetuning as a reference
model. The DINO metric of pretrained SD can be regarded as
a lower bound, since it does not have prior knowledge about
the subject identity. The CLIP-T metric of the pretrained SD
can be regarded as the upper bound, since it will not overfit the
small set of images, thus always expected to generate images
that conform to the text.

Implementation Details. We implement DisenDreamer
based on the pretrained Stable Diffusion 2-1 [36]. The learning
rate is 1e-4 with the AdamW [27] optimizer. The finetuning
process is conducted on one Tesla V100 with batch size of 1,
while the finetuning iterations are ∼3,000. As for the LoRA
rank, we use r = 4 for all the experiments. The MLP used in
the adapter is 2-layer with ReLU as the activation function.
The LoRA and adapter make the parameters to finetune about
3M , which is small compared to the whole 865.9M U-Net
parameters. Additionally, the special token Ps we use to obtain
the identity-preserved embedding is the same as that of [38],
i.e., “a + S∗ + class”, where S∗ is a rare token and class is
the class of the subject. When comparing with the baselines,
we only use the textual embedding f ′

s mentioned in Sec. IV-C
as the condition.

B. Comparison with Baselines

Comparison on DreamBench. The scores of different
methods are shown in Table I and some generated result
visualizations of different methods on DreamBench are shown
in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5. Denoting the position of
the first generated image of InstructPix2Pix as row 1 column
1, from the results, we can observe that:

• Pretrained SD, as the reference model, has the lowest
DINO score and the highest CLIP-T score as expected.
The pretrained SD is not customized for the subject, thus
having the lowest image similarity, but it has the highest
CLIP-T score because it does not overfit the input images.

• InstructPix2Pix has the lowest CLIP-T score, indicating
it can not support the complex transformations in subject-
driven text-to-image generation. On the other hand, it
does not have the idea of the subject, easily making
the identity of the subject changed. For example, in row
1 column 3 of Figure 4, the color of the backpack is
changed to orange. In row 1 column 4 of Figure 3, the
color of the can is changed to pink, and in row 1 column 2
of Figure 5, the dog is changed to blue but in fact, we only
need a blue house behind the original dog. Additionally,

https://unsplash.com/.
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TABLE I
DINO AND CLIP-T OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON DreamBench. EXCEPT THE REFERENCED MODEL PRETRAINED SD, WE BOLD THE METHOD WITH THE

BEST PERFORMANCE W.R.T. EACH METRIC.

pretrained SD [36] InstructPix2Pix [4] TI [12] DreamBooth [38] DisenDreamer
DINO Score↑ 0.362 0.605 0.546 0.685 0.680
CLIP-T Score↑ 0.352 0.303 0.318 0.319 0.329

“ a S∗ can 
in the jungle ”

“ a S∗ can on the 
beach”

“ a S∗ can on a 
cobblestone 

street”

“ a S∗ can on top 
of pink fabric”

“ a cube shaped 
S∗ can”

“ a red S∗ can ”
“a S∗ can on top of 

green grass with 
sunflowers around it”

DreamBooth

DisenDreamer

TI

InstructPix2Pix

input images

Fig. 3. Generated images of the can given different text prompts with different methods.

“ a S∗ backpack 
in the jungle”

“ a S∗ backpack 
on the beach”

“ a S∗ backpack 
on a cobblestone 

street”

“ a S∗ backpack 
on top of pink 

fabric”

“ a purple S∗

backpack”
“ a S∗ backpack 

on top of a mirror”

“a S∗ backpack on top 
of green grass with 

sunflowers around it”

DreamBooth

DisenDreamer

TI

InstructPix2Pix

input images

Fig. 4. Generated images of the backpack given different text prompts with different methods.
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“ a S∗ dog 
in the jungle ”

“ a S∗ dog in front 
of a blue house”

“ a S∗ dog on top 
of a purple rug in 

the  forest”

“ a S∗dog 
wearing a 

rainbow scarf”

“ a wet S∗ dog”
“ a purple
S∗dog ”

“a S∗dog in a 
police outfit”

DreamBooth

DisenDreamer

TI

InstructPix2Pix

input images

Fig. 5. Generated images of the dog given different text prompts with different methods.

“ a cube shaped S* can ” “ a S* can is in the hand of a girl”

TI DreamboothInstructPix2Pix DisenDreamerinput image

“ a purple S* dog is running under the starry 
sky with a bright moon”

“ a S* dog is playing with a boy in the water”

“ a S* dog is playing with a butterfly in the red flowers” “ a S* dog is running beside an airplane”

TI DreamboothInstructPix2Pix DisenDreamer

Fig. 6. Generated examples of different subjects.

the generated pictures of InstructPix2Pix always have the
same pose as the input images.

• TI has a very low DINO score, which means it usually
suffers severe identity change of the subject. For example,
in Figure 4, the color of the backpacks generated by TI
is often different from the input images. In Figure 3, in
column 3 and column 4 of row 2, the cans also have
different identities from the input images.

• Dreambooth has the highest DINO score, which means
that the generated images are very similar to the input
images. However, as observed in the generated images,

this too high DINO score results from overfitting the input
images. For example, in Figure 3, almost all the images
of the generated cans have the same background as the
last input image, making it ignore the text prompts such
as “on the beach” in row 3 column 2, and “on top of
pink fabric” in row 3 column 4. Similar phenomenons
are also observed in Figure 5, where “on top of a purple
rug” in row 3 column 3 and “a purple S∗ dog” in row
3 column 6 are also ignored.

• Our proposed DisenDreamer has a very high DINO score
and the highest CLIP-T score, which means the subject
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identity is well preserved and the generated images also
conform to the text descriptions. The visualization results
of DisenDreamer also show its superiority.

Besides the given prompts of DreamBench, we also give
more complex text prompts to different subjects for subject-
driven text-to-image generation. The comparison is shown
in Figure 6. The results further show that DisenDreamer
can better generate images with these prompts while still
preserving the subject identity.

More Comprehensive Comparison with DreamBooth.
Since DisenDreamer and DreamBooth show better perfor-
mance than other baselines, in Table II, we provide a more
comprehensive comparison between DreamBooth and our
DisenDreamer, in CLIP-I, DINO, PRES, DIV and CLIP-T
metrics. We have described the DINO and CLIP-T metrics
before and then we will describe the other 3 metrics.

• CLIP-I is similar to DINO, which is used to measure
whether the generated image contains the given subject.
CLIP-I measures the average cosine similarity between
the generated images and the input images using the CLIP
image encoder, but its ability to identify the subject is
not as good as DINO as mentioned in DreamBooth [38].
Therefore, we only use DINO in Table I.

• PRES is a prior preservation metric proposed in Dream-
Booth [38] to verify the effectiveness of their proposed
prior preservation loss. This metric calculates the average
DINO cosine similarity between the input subject images
and the generated images using prompt “ a + class ”.
A lower PRES indicates that the model will generate
more different images from the input images using “ a +
class ” as the prompt, indicating less overfitting. However,
this metric does not directly relate to the performance of
subject-driven text-to-image generation, because when we
generate the image for the given subject, we must use the
“a + S* + class” prompt. The generated images of “ a +
class ” not overfitting the input images cannot guarantee
the generated images of “a + S* + class” do not overfit
the input images, “S*” may also overfit the input images.

• DIV is the average LPIPS [50] distance between the
generated images of the same subject with the same
prompt. A higher DIV means the generated images are
more diverse.

In Table II, DreamBooth-PPL is the variant where the prior
preservation loss is removed from DreamBooth. We can see
that DreamBooth-PPL has the highest CLIP-I and DINO score,
which means its generated images are more similar to the input
images, well preserving the subject identity but overfitting the
input images as mentioned in their original paper of [38].
DreamBooth has the lowest PRES because it uses additional
data to directly optimize this metric to avoid overfitting the
input images. Therefore, DreamBooth has a higher DIV and
CLIP-T score than DreamBooth-PPL by generating more
diverse images that conform to the text descriptions. This
means the prior preservation loss can alleviate the overfitting
problem. However, the failure generated cases presented in
DreamBooth [38] show it still suffers from overfitting the
identity-irrelevant input information, such as the background.

input images
“a S* backpack on 

the beach”
“a S* backpack on 

top of wooden floor”
“a S* backpack on 
top of pink fabric”

DreamBooth-PPL

DreamBooth

DisenDreamer

Fig. 7. Comparison with DreamBooth.

Therefore, our proposed DisenDreamer avoids this problem by
disentangling the identity-relevant and identity-irrelevant infor-
mation, thus achieving the best DIV and CLIP-T scores. We
further provide qualitative comparisons among DreamBooth-
PPL, DreamBooth and DisenDreamer in Figure 7, which
further show that our proposed method can generate images
that conform to the text while preserving the subject iden-
tity. DreamBooth and DreamBooth-PPL suffer overfitting the
identity-irrelevant information problem.

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH DREAMBOOTH IN CLIP-I, DINO, PRES, DIV,

CLIP-T METRICS.

CLIP-I↑ DINO↑ PRES ↓ DIV↑ CLIP-T↑
DisenDreamer 0.681 0.680 0.620 0.668 0.329
DreamBooth 0.706 0.685 0.415 0.654 0.319
DreamBooth-PPL 0.712 0.693 0.622 0.627 0.307

Comparison with General Text-to-image Models. To
distinguish the subject-driven text-to-image methods and gen-
eral text-to-image methods, we compare DisenDreamer with
two general text-to-image models, i.e., Stable Diffusion [36]
and Box-Diff [47], in Table III. The results show that the
general text-to-image methods achieve a very low DINO score,
because they are not customized for the given subject, and fail
to generate images that preserve the subject identity. To further
illustrate the problem, we provide the qualitative comparison
results in Figure 8. The qualitative results show that both
Stable Diffusion and Box-Diff fail to generate images that
contain the same subject as the given images, but one goal of
the subject-driven text-to-image generation is to preserve the
subject identity. It is not hard to understand the phenomenon,
the general methods are not customized for the given subjects,
and will naturally fail in subject-driven text-to-image genera-
tion.

TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH GENERAL TEXT-TO-IMAGE METHODS.

Stable Diffusion [36] Box-Diff [47] DisenDreamer
DINO 0.362 0.349 0.680

CLIP-T 0.352 0.316 0.329

Comparison on CustomConcept101. Besides the results
on DreamBench, we also verify the effectiveness of our
method on another benchmark for subject-driven text-to-image
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“ a S∗ can on the 
beach”

“ a S∗ can on a 
cobblestone street”

“a S∗ can on top of 
grass with sunflowers”

DisenDreamer

input images

Stable Diffusion

Box-Diff

Fig. 8. Comparison with general text-to-image methods.

generation, CustomConcept101 [24]. We follow [24] to use 10
subjects to evaluate different methods, which contain natural
scenes, pets, and objects, and each subject is evaluated with 20
prompts. We also generate 4 images for each prompt for robust
evaluation. The comparison results are shown in Table IV. The
results further show that our proposed DisenDreamer achieves
both the best DINO score and the CLIP-T score, which means
our method can simultaneously preserve the subject identity
and conform to the text description best.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON ON CUSTOMCONCEPT101.

SD TI Pix2Pix DreamBooth DisenDreamer
DINO↑ 0.353 0.567 0.593 0.603 0.604

CLIP-T↑ 0.371 0.346 0.312 0.351 0.359

C. Ablation Study

Disentanglement: fs and Identity-Relevant Information.
The textual embedding fs obtained through the special text
prompt Ps aims to preserve the subject identity. We verify the
relationship between fs and the identity in Figure 9, where
we only use Ps as the prompt to generate images. The results
show that the shared textual embedding can faithfully capture
the identity of the given subject.

𝑃𝑠: a 𝑆∗ dog 𝑃𝑠: a 𝑆∗ toy

Fig. 9. Examples of using Ps to generate images with the same subject.

Disentanglement: fi and Identity-Irrelevant Informa-
tion. The visual embedding fi aims to capture the identity-
irrelevant information of image xi. We verify this relationship
by directly using fi as the condition to generate new images.
The results are shown in Figure 10. In each image pair, the left
one is the input image xi and the right one is the image gener-
ated with its visual embedding fi. We can see that as expected,
fi indeed captures the identity-irrelevant information such as
background and pose. For example, in the first row of the input
backpack images, the fi generates similar background with xi

while not containing any backpack. In the second and third
rows, fi contains not only the background information but
also the pose information of the subject. Similarly, identity
information about the two dogs is not included. The results
show that fi in our DisenDreamer faithfully captures the
identity-irrelevant information of each image xi.

Fig. 10. Examples of using fi to generate images irrelevant to the subject
identity.

The disentanglement explains why our DisenDreamer out-
performs current methods. The shared textual embedding only
contains the information about the subject identity, making
generating new background, pose, or property easier and
resulting in better generation results.

More Flexible and Controllable Generation with fi.
From Figure 3 to 6, we only combine the identity-relevant
information Ps with other text prompts to obtain f ′

s as the
condition. As aforementioned, if we want to inherit some
characteristics of the input image xi, we can add the visual
embedding fi to f ′

s with a user-defined weight η, i.e., the
condition is f ′

s + ηfi. In Figure 11, we provided examples
of two subjects. For each subject, with the same text prompt
“a S∗ dog on the Great Wall” to obtain f ′

s, we select 2
different images of the dog to obtain fi, and the weight η
is linearly increased. The results show that with larger η,
the generated image will be more similar to the reference
image. With a relatively small η, the generated image can

TABLE V
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED COMPONENTS.

w/o wcd w/o wsad w/o ce w/o wcd&wsad w/o mask w/o skip DisenDreamer
DINO↑ 0.663 0.674 0.670 0.662 0.656 0.678 0.678

CLIP-T↑ 0.331 0.323 0.327 0.331 0.328 0.322 0.334
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𝜂 increases linearly from 0.0 to 1.0 

“a 𝑆∗ dog on the Great Wall”

reference image 𝑥𝑖

“a 𝑆∗ dog on the Great Wall”

𝜂 increases linearly from 0.0 to 1.0 reference image 𝑥𝑖

Fig. 11. Generating images with different reference images with different η.

simultaneously conform to the text and inherit some reference
image characteristics, which gives a more flexible and con-
trollable generation. However, as η becomes large, the text
prompt will be ignored and the generated image will be the
same as the reference image. This phenomenon means the
identity-irrelevant part will impair the subject-driven text-to-
image generation, which inspires us to disentangle the tuning
process.

Effectiveness of the Proposed Components. We validate
the effectiveness of each of our proposed components on
randomly sampled 10 subjects of DreamBench. The results
are reported in Table V, where we respectively remove the
weak common denoising objective(w/o wcd), remove the weak
sample-aware denoising objective(w/o wsad), remove the con-
trastive embedding objective(w/o ce), remove both the weak
common denoising and weak sample-aware objectives(w/o
wcd&wsad), remove the sample-aware mask and remove the
skip connection(w/o skip). The results show that:

• Without the weak common denoising objective(wcd), the
DINO score will significantly decrease, which means
the weak common denoising objective is important to
preserving the subject identity.

• Without the weak sample-aware denoising objec-
tive(wsad) to make the identity-irrelevant branch learn
the identity-irrelevant information, the identity-relevant
branch will risk in overfitting the identity-irrelevant infor-
mation, causing the model to have a low CLIP-T score.

• The contrastive embedding objective(ce) boosts disentan-
glement and improves both the DINO and the CLIP-T
score.

• Without the sample-aware mask to filter out the identity-
relevant information, the sample-aware identity-irrelevant
branch will also contain identity information. This will
cause the common identity-relevant branch to contain less
identity information, thus w/o mask suffers a low DINO
score.

• Without the skip connection(skip), it will be hard for the
identity-irrelevant branch to learn the identity-irrelevant
information. This will cause all the information to be
entangled in the common identity-relevant branch, thus
the model will have a low CLIP-T score.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the components,
we provide the qualitative results in Figure 12, which are
consistent with the quantitative results.

w/o wcd

w/o wsad

“a 𝑆∗ backpack under 
the starry sky”

“a 𝑆∗ backpack on
the moon ”

“a 𝑆∗ backpack stands 
in the white flowers”

“a 𝑆∗ backpack 
beside the blue river”

DisenDreamer

Input images

w/o ce

w/o 
wcd&wsad

w/o mask

w/o skip

Fig. 12. The effectiveness of the proposed components.

Sample-aware Mask to Filter Out the Identity Infor-
mation. In Figure 13, we visualize the disentangling ability
of DisenDreamer with and without the sample-aware mask.
We can see that with the sample-aware mask, the images
generated by fi and Ps are well disentangled, and the identity
information is filtered out from fi. In contrast, without the
sample-aware mask, the image generated by fi will contain the
identity information(the backpack), which will make Ps has
less information about the backpack, resulting in the subject
generated by Ps less similar to the input image and a lower
DINO score as shown in w/o mask Table V.

Hyper-parameter Experiments. In our experiments, we
fix λ2, λ3, λ4 to 0.01, 0.001, 0.001 respectively. We con-
duct ablation studies on these hyper-parameters on the
“berry bowl” subject by changing the hyper-parameters in
{0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, and the results are shown in Table VI.
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input image x𝑖

𝑃𝑠 generated 

subject image
𝑓𝑖 generated 

identity-irrelevant image

DisenDreamer

w/o mask

Fig. 13. Visualization for how the sample-aware mask helps to filter out the
identity information.

We can see that as the λ2 (the weight of the weak common
denoising objective) increases, the subject will be more similar
to the input images, thus having a higher DINO score, but
may risk overfitting the input images and a low CLIP-T
score. Increasing λ3 (the weight of the weak sample-aware
objective) can make the identity-irrelevant branch contain
identity-irrelevant information, which can prevent the com-
mon identity-relevant branch overfitting the identity-irrelevant
information, thus increasing the CLIP-T score. However, too
large λ3 may make the identity-irrelevant branch also contain
identity-relevant information, resulting the identity-relevant
branch containing less identity information, thus having a low
DINO score. From our empirical observation, setting λ2 to
0.01, λ3 and λ4 to 0.001− 0.01 works well for most cases.

TABLE VI
HYPER-PARAMETER EXPERIMENTS ON λ1, λ2, λ3 .

λ2 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100
DINO 0.756 0.762 0.803 0.866
CLIP-T 0.273 0.272 0.270 0.224
λ3 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100
DINO 0.790 0.803 0.797 0.717
CLIP-T 0.244 0.270 0.272 0.275
λ4 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100
DINO 0.791 0.803 0.802 0.798
CLIP-T 0.232 0.270 0.269 0.258

D. Generation with Anime Subjects

In previous examples, we finetune the subjects on Dream-
Bench. We also use DisenDreamer to finetune on some anime
characters, and the results are shown in Figure 14. The results
show that our DisenDreamer works well for these anime
subjects.

VI. LIMITATIONS

The limitations of DisenDreamer lie in the following two
aspects. The first one is that since our DisenDreamer is a
finetuning method on pretrained Stable Diffusion, it inherits
the limitations of the pretrained Stable Diffusion, e.g., com-
positional abilities as shown in Figure 15. When generating
multiple subjects simultaneously, both Stable Diffusion and
our method will miss some subjects, e.g., our method misses
the elephant in the first image and one goat in the second

input images of an anime girl “a 𝑺∗ girl on the 
beach”

“a 𝑺∗ girl on the 
Great Wall”

“a 𝑺∗ girl with 
red hair”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is 
playing with a dog”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is flying on 
the sky with angel wings”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is in the 
forest”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is under 
the sakura tree”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is under 
the Eiffel Tower”

“a 𝑺∗ girl with 
green clothes”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is playing 
with a dog in the snow”

input images of an anime girl 

“a 𝑺∗ girl is on the grass 
with sunflowers”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is on 
the ship”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is dancing 
in the forest”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is wearing 
sunglasses with red hair”

“a 𝑺∗ girl is in front 
of a blue house”

input images of an anime girl 

Fig. 14. DisenDreamer generated examples on some anime subjects.

input images “a 𝑆∗ backpack beside an 
elephant and a white sheep”

“a 𝑆∗ backpack stands next to 
two white goats”

DisenDreamer

Stable Diffusion

Fig. 15. Failure generation cases.

image, and Stable Diffusion misses the backpack in both
images and generates a white elephant instead of a white
sheep in the first image. The second limitation is that since
our proposed method utilizes the model prior and does not
require any additional supervision, it can only disentangle the
subject identity-relevant and identity-irrelevant information.
How to conduct more fine-grained disentanglement in the
identity-irrelevant information, e.g., the pose, the background
and the image style, to achieve a more flexible and controllable
generation is worth exploring in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose DisenDreamer for subject-driven
text-to-image generation. Different from existing methods
which learn an entangled embedding for the subject, Dis-
enDreamer will use an identity-relevant embedding and sev-
eral sample-specific identity-irrelevant embeddings for all the
images in the finetuning process. During generation, with
the identity-relevant embedding, DisenDreamer can generate
images that simultaneously preserve the subject identity and
conform to the text descriptions. Additionally, DisenDreamer
shows superior subject-driven text-to-image generation ability
and can serve as a more flexible and controllable framework.
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